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Social support of carbon tech: What could it take?



The need to remove carbon



How 
are we 
doing?



Carbon removal methods



The US is investing in carbon technologies



Is it going to work?



Warning signs



“Almost every foundational technology 
ever invented, from pickaxes to plows, 
pottery to photography, phones to planes, 
and everything in between, follows a 
single, seemingly immutable law: it gets 
cheaper and easier to use, and 
ultimately proliferates, far and wide.” 

— Mustafa Suleyman, co-founder of 
DeepMind The Coming Wave



What decades of sociological scholarship says: 

Technologies are socially shaped —  
and their dissemination is not inevitable



Who has heard of chemurgy?





"After all, these storehouses of 
gas, petroleum, and coal are 
precious endowments to man by 
nature.  Human decency should 
teach us not to destroy them 
indiscriminately.  Human 
kindness should teach us to 
preserve as much as possible for 
our children.  Nevertheless, utter 
profligacy has gained the upper 
hand; as pirates and plunderers 
we seem destined to go down the 
road of defeated nations.” 

— William Hale, promotor of 
chemurgy, 1939

top: Henry Ford w/ soybean car; bottom: 
George Washington Carver and Henry Ford, 
fellows in chemurgy research









Both political economy and cultural values 
influence adoption of new technologies



What does research tell us about 
social acceptance of carbon 
technologies?



A common social science acceptance framework



Europeans and Danes 
support net zero, so 
doesn’t that mean 
they’ll support carbon 
technologies?



People in the US want 
alternative energy, but are 
skeptical about phasing out 
fossil fuels altogether — 
wouldn’t they be interested 
in carbon management?



Supportive in 
theory…



Social representations of CDR and CCUS

• Oil and gas extraction; fracking 

• Induced seismicity 

• Nuclear waste 

• Earlier proposed CCS projects that 
didn’t happen 

• Renewable energy 

• Water management 

• Air pollution Citations



Why acceptance for carbontech is different than clean tech

1. As we start to build out new infrastructure, concerns 
are about who benefits — and who bears the impacts







Example - Livingston Parish, LA







Image: Julie Dermansky



Project is still being built 
and has grown in scope



However, opponents have halted 
the $9.4 billion proposed Formosa 

petrochemical plant nearby — 
which would have had 13 million 

tons of emissions





Why is carbon tech seen as the same thing as 
petrochemicals?

• Same actors behind the projects 

• First projects they hear about are of questionable climate benefit 

• Little to know community engagement 

Will other types of carbon tech (e.g. biotech solutions) meet the same 
fate?



1. As we start to build out new infrastructure, concerns about who 
benefits — and who bears the impacts 

2. Lack of trust in project developers, governments, and tech as a 
whole 

3. No apparent scientific consensus that industrial approaches are 
needed for carbon removal 

Why acceptance for carbontech is different than clean tech



Progress on adaptation
Degrowth popular among 
some scientists in EU 





1. As we start to build out new infrastructure, concerns about who 
benefits — and who bears the impacts 

2. Lack of trust in project developers, governments, and tech as a whole 

3. No consensus that industrial approaches are needed for carbon 
removal 

4. No consensus whether climate technologies will enhance freedom, or 
constrain it 

Why acceptance for carbontech is different than clean tech



New discourses of climate and freedom emerged post-covid





• People who are concerned about climate 
change restricting their freedoms are not  a 
fringe movement, but a political force  

• Impacts are not just local — Who pays for 
carbon tech is still ambiguous 

• Statistics about overall public attitudes mask 
attitudes of specific, politically important groups 

• Whether these groups see climate tech as part 
of a new regime of surveillance and restriction, 
or an enabler of the things they like about their 
way of life, is not clear 

• Political landscape is more complex post-covid







Summary

1. There is increasing investment in new tech — but very little investment in 
public engagement and social infrastructure 

2. Social acceptance is not a given — even from populations who are climate-
concerned as a whole 

• Because of (a) concerns around who reaps the benefits and bears the 
burdens, (b) lack of trust, (c) debates around values and the need for industrial 
technology 

3. Awareness of carbon tech among publics is still low, but awareness among 
particular stakeholder groups is growing. It is viewed within the context of past 
and ongoing industry. 

4. In the US context, there are few visions of what green industrial processes 
might look like.



How do we de-risk social acceptance?

• Researchers: Begin to work with publics early, even while doing lab-stage research 

• Industry and research: Consider the existing context for technologies around 
“carbon”, and if you can invent a different context for your work besides CCUS 

• Policy community: Need government funding on engagement for roadmapping 
decarbonization trajectories, so that there is a shared understanding of options and 
tradeoffs 

• Funders: fund programs that engage the engagers (teachers, religious leaders, 
community based organizations, local climate action planners) so that these trusted 
leaders can scale situated engagement where they are 

Like addressing climate change — long process of system transformation, no silver bullet



Thank you


